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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
North Dakota Public Benefit Corporations. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1, 2 

 
Chairman Keiser:  Opens the hearing on HB 1466. 
 
Rep Mock~District 18:  Attachment 1. 
 
10:00 
 
Rep Laning:  What is the disadvantage? 
 
Rep Mock:  It would depend on what your goals are for your company.   
 
Rep Kasper:  Who determines what general public benefit is?  Is there any prohibition in this 
bill, statute or anywhere that prohibits this type of entity from being involved in political action? 
 
Rep Mock:  I will defer that question to Rep Klemin.  It’s intentionally kept vague. 
 
Rep Kasper:  Who holds the person who makes the decision accountable to meet their own 
standards?  
 
Rep Mock:  Your stakeholders.  
 
Rep Kasper:  The people who look at the books are the investors, shareholders, 
stockholders, not the public.  Therefore, is that prohibited? 
 
Rep Mock:  No, there is a requirement for enhanced transparency. 
 
Rep Kasper:  Have you seen a filing report?  Are there other states that shows the disclosure 
of a filing report? 
 
Rep Mock:  Yes, there are available & I could get them to you. 
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Rep Kasper:  Why wouldn’t someone form a c-corp & make charible donations?  Isn’t it the 
same thing? 
 
Rep Mock:  There are entrepreneurs that don’t want to do it just for the purposes of making 
money.  There are investors that want to provide a public benefit. 
 
Rep Ruby:  Is this a pass through entity or a c-corp? 
 
Rep Mock:  It’s a C corporation. 
 
Rep Ruby:  They would have the corporate tax. Is there a possibility that there would be 
something that would be donated or part of the mission that would be able to put more money 
to that cause that they would normally right off as a tax? 
 
Rep Mock:  I do not believe there is a minimum.  You set the threshold for the benefit you 
want & what your standards are. 
 
Rep Ruby:  We would need to clarify a political activity or the cause it would be.  Right now, 
corporations can’t.   
 
Rep Mock:  Right, we will make sure of the clarity for political activity. 
 
Rep Schauer:  Can you talk about some of these benefit corporations? 
 
Rep Mock:  I’ll try to get some examples & there is some in the testimony, “A legislative 
Guide to Benefit Corporations:”. 
 
25:15 
 
Rep Kasper:  Political activity, gives a scenario & asks if this is possible.    
 
Rep Mock:  This will not allow a corporation to do anything that they are not already currently 
allowed to do.    
 
Rep Klemin~District 47:  Attachment 2.  We have encouraged all kinds of business except 
benefit corporations.  I public benefit is not political activity.  We are to provide a profit, taxes, 
& public benefit.  The annual report is open to the public.  Talks about benefit corporations. 
 
34:50 
 
Rep Ruby:  If the goal is to create revenue for the benefit that they would be better if it had 
more funds available if they were nonprofit because they didn’t have to do the tax.  The only 
thing that I can think of is the benefit of going this way, even though they pay taxes; is it 
possible the value of the business under this type of structure be better if they want to sell it? 
 
Rep Klemin:  Non-profits are not out to make a profit & distribute to their shareholders.  A 
public benefit corporation’s purpose is to make a profit, create jobs but want to donate it.   
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Rep Ruby:  This type of structure can be structured as a c-corp or a pass through entity? 
 
Rep Klemin:  That’s my understanding if they meet their requirements. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  It’s seen as a social purpose & a marketing tool.  These things exist out 
there.  We can keep them out or we create the opportunity to be here. They are already in 
our state but they aren’t just domicile. Is that correct? 
 
Rep Klemin:  That’s correct. 
 
Rep Richter:  Can they take a service for a tax benefit? 
 
Rep Klemin:  I don’t think there is a tax benefit in doing that thing.  They would have to spend 
some money on it. 
 
Rep Kasper:  I’m still not hearing the need for this structure for a c-corp.  I fail to see why we 
need to do it.  Is there something I’m missing? 
 
Rep Klemin:  They want to attract investors to come to ND. 
 
Rep Kasper:  Articles of incorporation could state what a benefit corporation is. 
 
Rep Klemin:  I guess they could say that.   
 
Rep Kasper:  I believe that could be put into the articles of incorporation. 
 
Rep Klemin:  I don’t think we want ND to be an island.  It is another tool.  I would urge your 
support. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Anyone else here to testify in support, opposition, neutral position on HB 
1466? 
 
Jim Silrum~Deputy Secretary of State:  We would like you to request a fiscal note is this 
bill is passed.   
 
Chairman Keiser:  I will request a fiscal note. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Closes the hearing.  We will hold it until we get a fiscal note. 
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